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Anton has a customer service
background. He was able to
harness his ability to
understand the needs of the
user to create his own
customer-focused brand.

"Fantastic Services took a traditionally offline
industry and made it modern and online, giving users
real-time access to prices and service availability."

Rune is the tech-savvy part
of the duo. 
His passion for innovation,
organisation, and design has
enabled him to make life
simpler for the company’s
customers and nurture the
talents of his team.

Anton Skarlatov Rune Sovndahl 
Founding Director & CEO Co-founder & Board Chair

"My passion lies in delivering outstanding services
to our customers and converting them into raving
fans."
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Meet the founders



We are the UK's fastest-growing services franchise in the UK for a reason. With over 500 experts in our
HQ and more than 530 franchisees in 3 continents, we have created a perfectly operating machine. It
took us many sleepless nights and millions of pounds, as well as 13 years of hard work. 

Today, we've turned all of it into a you-don't-have-to-do-all-this-to-succeed opportunity. 

We've wrapped it up and made it the business in a box that actually works! 

Your business in a box

Hi, 

We're thrilled you're reading these lines, because we wrote them just for you - the entrepreneurially-
minded person, looking for a better lifestyle, a secure future and a long-term business partnership.  

"Joining Fantastic Services is the best decision we've made. It seemed like a natural fit for us. We feel
quite safe and secure. After we'd decided to become Area Development franchisees, we found that the
support level has been the same, if not better." 

Julian & Lucy Fernando, Area Development franchisees in RG, SL, HP
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A well-known brand, called Fantastic for a reason
It's not easy starting from scratch (we know this best), but you don't have to.
Customers love the Fantastic Services brand  - and it could be yours, too.  

Your business in a box

Passionate people with Fantastic hearts
We promise you will never be alone in business. We have more than 500 people supporting
franchisees with sales, marketing, IT, customer service, finance, procurement, onboarding and
training.

Custom-built high tech solutions 

We have invested more than £20 million in powerful technology automating virtually every part of
this business. We have the industry's leading software and apps - cutting you time, effort and
operational costs - and giving you the competitor advantage to succeed.
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Fantastic Services was
founded in London, UK

We set foot on the Australian
market, offering services in
Sydney, Melbourne & Perth

We expanded our portfolio and
became the largest provider of

domestic services in the UK

We entered the US
market

We became a franchise
company

Our franchise family is more
than 500 strong

 We welcomed our Master
Franchisees for Ireland and

Hungary 

2009 2010 2011 2013 2014 2019 2021

Fantastic since 2009
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An award-winning franchise
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The franchising world loves us!

We have been recognised with awards for Outstanding business, Best franchise support, Most innovative
services CRM platform, Outstanding franchise marketing and even Franchisor of the year.



Fantastic in the media
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UK

USA

Fantastic Services
franchise owners globally

530+

Bulgaria

Ireland
Hungary

Australia
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Global presence
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#FantasticTogether
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Total revenue Growth from 2013 to 2021 People employed in the sector

£156 billion 3.56% per year over 1.2 million

People need services and we love providing them!

The home maintenance industry is recession-proof and the demand increases every year. 
We constantly add new services to our portfolio - Fantastic Services is by far the largest service franchise in the UK.
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The home services industry at a glance



You can choose from 5 service packages for your Fantastic business. Start with one and add more as you grow. 

Cleaning Gardening Handyman Removals Pest Control

Your journey to success starts here 
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Your initial financial investment depends
on several factors such as the number of
services and franchise units that you
would like to develop, as well as your
geographical area of operation.

 
Return of investment is expected 
within the first 24 months of 
operation.

Start your Area Development franchise
with an investment from £15,000
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The investment



Launch your franchise business!

Let's get to know each other

Get onboard with Fantastic Academy

Get insights from existing franchisees

Review your franchise agreement

Have a look at the numbers

Time to get your funding sorted

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2- 3 months

Your Fantastic Services franchise is just a step (or seven) away. 
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7 steps to success 



We are looking forward to partnering with committed individuals who have the skills to recruit and manage local
franchise units supported by the business tools available from Fantastic Services. 

Recruit, train and lead franchisees

Provide day-to-day support

Deliver an oustanding customer experience

Monitor the service quality
 
Manage local marketing campaigns

Develop the brand in your area

Your role as a Fantastic Services franchise
owner:
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Your role as a franchise owner 



Jorge Santos

Customer and now Area Development Franchisee in
Guilford, UK 

" I was a Fantastic Services customer and didn't have a clue I'd become a
franchise owner. My business is now growing larger and larger and I'm the
customer who has return clients."

"Having a partner with a big name and a great reputation like Fantastic
Services is what makes us stronger than the competition."

Ivanka Obreshkova

Area Development Franchisee in Oxford, UK 
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What our franchisees say 



Let's have a chat!

020 7846 2364

info@fantasticfranchise.com

Are you ready?
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FantasticFranchise.com

Get in touch
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